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Background

Key Insights

Go Higher West Yorkshire commissioned Cosmos Engagement Ltd to complete a research 
investigation into the experiences and challenges of Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic (BAME) 
learners in West Yorkshire, to identify any areas for support they may have and how these 
may be addressed.

We spoke to 37 BAME learners (including KS4 and FE learners) across 5 Ethnicity Segments 
via a number of online interviews and discussion groups.

Experiences of Education
BAME participants we spoke to generally expressed high levels of motivation and engagement 
with education, but are impacted by negative experiences around discrimination, racism, 
and (a lack of) representation. Black Caribbean, Black African, and Mixed Heritage participants 
were the most frequent victims of these negative experiences.

There is often a tendency towards self segregation or grouping of participants of similar ethnic 
backgrounds who feel a connection with one another. 

Relationships with teachers are mixed, however Black and Mixed Heritage participants often 
reported being victims of unfair stereotyping, labelling and punishment.

Racism & Diversity
Participants reported experiencing racism in a variety of forms from staff and students, 
ranging from subtle ‘microaggressions’ to overt racist slurs. 

BAME participants typically pointed to a lack of positive representation of their ethnicity in the 
media and education. 

Diversity of staff was something that BAME participants consistently said was lacking in their 
schools and something that they wanted more of.

4EVIRXEP�-RƚYIRGI
4EVIRXW�EVI�SJXIR�E�WMKRMƙGERX�MRƚYIRGI�MR�&%1)�TEVXMGMTERXWŞ�IHYGEXMSR��;LMPI�XLI]�HSRŞX�
RIGIWWEVMP]�ŝHIGMHIŞ�XLIMV�GLMPHVIRŞW�STXMSRW�ERH�TEXL[E]W��XLI]�SJXIR�LEZI�GSRWMHIVEFPI�MRƚYIRGI��

Parents may not necessarily be fully informed about the structure and options in education in the 
UK (this was particularly mentioned by Polish participants), particularly those who have moved 
from overseas and or experience language barriers.
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Progression & Support
Participants pointed to a lack of diversity of content when it came to progression support 
(e.g. the subjects and pathways promoted to them) as well as in the curriculum itself. 

In spite of many challenges experienced, BAME participants we spoke to typically hold positive 
TIVGITXMSRW�ERH�MRXIRXMSRW�XS[EVH�,MKLIV�)HYGEXMSR��YRMZIVWMX]�WTIGMƙGEPP]��

Diversity of staff was something that BAME participants consistently said was lacking in their 
schools and something that they wanted more of. BAME participants want to be able to see and 
seek advice from role models from similar backgrounds that they can relate to.

How To Use The Toolkit
The Toolkit contains guidance and considerations for practitioners when engaging with 
PIEVRIVW�JVSQ�IEGL�SJ�XLI�ƙZI�IXLRMGMX]�WIKQIRXW�MRGPYHIH�MR�SYV�VIWIEVGL��FEWIH�SR�OI]�
insights and recommendations from our discussions with those learners.

The Toolkit highlights some of the key concerns, questions and priorities for learners that are 
GSQQSR�[MXLMR�WTIGMƙG�IXLRMGMX]�WIKQIRXW�ERH�LS[�XLI]�EVI�PMOIP]�XS�HMJJIV�FIX[IIR�WIKQIRXW��
as well as considerations and recommendations for practitioners pre, during and post-engagement.

8LI�8SSPOMX�HSIW�RSX�MQTP]�XLEX�QIQFIVW�SJ�WTIGMƙG�IXLRMGMXMIW�EPP�LEZI�XLI�WEQI�RIIHW��
All individual learners are unique and should always be treated as such. However, these 
recommendations are based on common educational experiences, cultural factors, 
priorities and concerns described by learners from those segments.

The Toolkit does not specify a limited focus of support for any ethnicity. It also does not ask that 
practitioners fundamentally alter the content being delivered. It simply highlights elements of 
support or content that may require increased focus, in order to better provide the support that 
learners are likely to need.

Do...
• Use the Toolkit to better understand the common challenges, concerns and priorities for learners from  
� WTIGMƙG�IXLRMG�FEGOKVSYRHW

• Refer to the Toolkit before an engagement as a prompt to increase the focus on key questions for 
 your audience

• Refer to the Toolkit after an engagement to help guide any follow-up actions or check-ins with students

• Treat learners as individuals and tailor your support as far as possible

Please do not...
• Assume that learners from any group have the exact same challenges or needs

• Fundamentally change or omit elements of your content or delivery. Learners of different backgrounds  
 are likely to need much of the same information or support (e.g. around university options, student   
� ƙRERGI��EGGSQQSHEXMSR�IXG�ś�XLIWI�EVI�WMQTP]�PMOIP]�XS�FI�QSVI�SV�PIWW�SJ�E�TVMSVMX]�JSV�HMJJIVIRX�KVSYTW�

It is hoped that by using the recommendations within this Toolkit, practitioners will 
be better equipped to provide the support that is often needed among learners of 
various ethnic backgrounds, to support them with their progression.
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Black 
African
Learners

• University visits are the most impactful & positive activity for me. 

• I am already positive and motivated towards HE. 
 Focus any activity on more practical steps. For example, start by   
 focusing on careers (inc. advice) and make links with subject choices

• Showcase a wider range of progression support (subjects & pathways)  
 within delivery inc. non-traditional subjects & careers

 - I am likely to be already aware of ‘traditional’ subjects and courses.   
  Show me 'non-traditional' courses and careers - 
  help me know what’s right for me

• 8LMW�WIKQIRX�[SYPH�EPWS�FIRIƙX�JVSQ�WTIGMƙG�KYMHERGI�EVSYRH�XLI�� �
 application process and pathways to future careers

Activities, 
content 
& message:

WAYS TO

ENGAGE

Can you [SVO�[MXL�Q]�TEVIRXW�EW�XLI]�MRƚYIRGI�
my decision - they only want me to study 
traditional and professional subjects and careers? 

How can I make my personal 
statement stand out & how 
do I apply to university?

I am likely to put lots of pressure on 
myself, how do I manage this… what can 
I do to manage pressure and stress?

I'm likely to be motivated and engaged 
in education. I have positive perceptions and 
intentions towards HE (and particularly University)

CONSIDERATIONS
Prior to event: Least likely segment to seek 

progression support from 
teachers, depending instead 
on advice from parent

KEY CONCERNS
& QUESTIONS

learners might have:
;LIVI�EVI�EPP�XLI�
students that 
look like me?



NEXT 
STEPS

How else to support 
this segment after 

the event

Key questions and considerations:
• Diversity of staff was something BAME learners consistently said was   
 lacking in their schools and something that they wanted more of�ś�
 how can you help with supporting this via follow up activity in schools / colleges?

• Follow up work: inspirational speakers - role models in schools. 
 Can you think about incorporating elements of this in your face-to-face 
 work or delivery online

• 4EVIRXEP�MRƚYIRGI�MW�LMKL for this group, is there some further parental   
 information learners can take away; focused on less traditional careers? 
 What other options are there?

•� 9RPMOIP]�XS�LEZI�GPSWI�VIPEXMSRWLMTW�[MXL�XIEGLIVW�WS�[SYPH�FIRIƙX�JVSQ�WIIOMRK��
 advice from 'other’ staff or mentors, can you identify who that could be?
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• Allow learners to VIƚIGX�SR�XLIQWIPZIW��XLIMV�EGLMIZIQIRXW��
 and the positive aspects of what they are achieving.

• Getting learners to YRHIVWXERH�[LEX��TVIWWYVI��MW��LS[�MX�� �
 works and how to manage it, will help at key crucial points of  
 the year (academic pinch points). This segment is likely to apply  
 pressure on themselves to do well.

• *SGYW�SR�GSRƙHIRGI. This segment often experiences negative  
 stereotyping and labelling. Encourage students to feel good   
 about themselves. 

CELEBRATING 
SUCCESS:

Please consider the following questions for this segment;

1. Do you have staff or student ambassadors�[LS�ƙX�XLMW�TVSƙPI�
 and can work with these young people?

2. Do you have staff in the wider organisation (support or lecturing   
 staff) who can deliver a relevant session / workshop?

3.�;LIVI�HS�XLIWI�WXYHIRXW�WII�‘people like me’ when they 
 work with you?

ROLE 
MODELS:

• I am likely to highly value academic success and    
 professional careers 

• I am likely to have a strong vision for the future and 
 I’m highly motivated, my support should focus on careers   
 and future, more WTIGMƙGEPP]�XLI�TVEGXMGEP�WXITW�-�RIIH�XS���
 take to get there

AREAS OF
PRIORITY SUPPORT

for this segment:
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• University visits are the most impactful & positive activity for me. 
  Visits are really important for this segment and will help them to   
  feel more comfortable in a HE setting

• This segment is likely to be positive about their goals and motivated 
 towards HE

• This segment feels others have low expectations for them. 
  They would FIRIƙX�JVSQ�WYTTSVX�XS�FYMPH�XLIMV�GSRƙHIRGI & in
  helping them to achieve their goals

  This group is most likely to be negatively affected by racism

Activities, 
content 
& message:

WAYS TO

ENGAGE

I have some concerns about 
WXYHIRX�ƙRERGI� Can you help?

I see a lot of pictures of black students 
in university materials, this doesn’t 
feel authentic to me

Teachers & students may have 
put me down. Show me you believe 
in me and that I can achieve

I am likely to have 
experienced a lot of racism. 
;MPP�XLMW�FI�XLI�WEQI�EX�YRMZIVWMX]#

I'm motivated and engaged in 
education. I have positive perceptions 
and intentions towards HE (Uni)

CONSIDERATIONS
Prior to event:

I am likely to be aware of 
racial challenges. 
Be honest about diversity and 
any related challenges in HE

;LIVI�EVI�EPP�XLI�
students that 
look like me?

KEY CONCERNS
& QUESTIONS

learners might have:

Black 
Caribbean
Learners



Please consider the following questions for this segment;

1. Do you have staff or student ambassadors�[LS�ƙX�XLMW�TVSƙPI�
 and can work with these young people?

2. Do you have staff in the wider organisation (support or lecturing   
 staff) who can deliver a relevant session / workshop?

3.�;LIVI�HS�XLIWI�WXYHIRXW�WII�‘people like me’ when they 
 work with you?

• Authenticity is really important�JSV�XLIWI�PIEVRIVW�ś��
 a photograph of a diverse student group doesn’t   
 necessarily feel authentic.    

� 7LS[�QI�[LIVI�ERH�LS[�-�[MPP�ƙX�MR�
 to university life

BE HONEST
with me

ROLE 
MODELS:
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NEXT 
STEPS

How else to support 
this segment after 

the event

Key questions and considerations:
• Diversity of staff was something BAME learners consistently said was   
 lacking in their schools and something that they wanted more of�ś�
 how can you help with supporting this via follow up activity in schools / colleges?

• Follow up work: inspirational speakers - role models in schools. 
 Can you think about incorporating elements of this in your face-to-face 
 work or delivery online

• 4EVIRXEP�MRƚYIRGI is present, they input and want the best for children and   
 tend to have views on subject choices but are not forced. Is there some further  
 parental information learners can take away?

• ;LEX�HSIW�ER�inclusive university look like? 
 How would learners know it's an inclusive university? 
 ,S[�[MPP�XLI]�ORS[�XLI]ŞPP�ƙX�MR?

• ;LEX�WTIGMƙG�WYTTSVX�HS�YRMZIVWMXMIW�LEZI�JSV�WXYHIRXW to  
 support them with aspects of racism, dealing with challenges   
 and student concerns?

• How do learners link a career to a subject they enjoy?

AREAS OF
PRIORITY SUPPORT

for this segment:
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Mixed
Heritage
Learners

I see a lot of pictures of black 
students in university materials, 
this doesn’t feel authentic to me

I’m likely to worry about moving 
away from home and 
can I keep up with the workload

;LIVI�EVI�EPP�XLI�
students that look like me?

I’m likely to ƙRH�MX�
LEVH�XS�ƙX�MR 

I'm likely to be motivated and engaged 
in education. I have positive perceptions 
and intentions towards HE (Uni)

CONSIDERATIONS
Prior to event:

I’m likely to be very aware of 
racial challenges. 
Be honest about diversity 
and any related challenges in HE

• University visits are the most impactful & positive activity for me. 
  Visits are very important for this group, as they help them to feel a  
  sense of belonging. Being able to see diversity on campus in a   
  real and authentic way is key for this segment 

• I’m likely to already be positive and motivated towards HE, 
 but need to see authenticity and diversity 

• Consider planning icebreaker / introduction activities to help these  
� WXYHIRXW�ƙX�MR��[MXL�E�focus on inclusion 

• These learners can be open to frank and honest conversations, and   
 different perspectives - they can however be more likely to struggle  
� ƙXXMRK�MR

� � ;LEX�EGXMZMXMIW�HS�]SY�HIPMZIV�XLEX�IRGSYVEKI�STIR�HMEPSKYI�ERH�HIFEXI#

  Can you plan any group tasks that leave time to include feedback?  
  Feedback is important for this group as they value others’ perspectives

Activities, 
content 
& message:

WAYS TO

ENGAGE

KEY CONCERNS
& QUESTIONS

learners might have:



NEXT 
STEPS

How else to support 
this segment after 

the event

Key questions and considerations:
• Diversity of staff was something BAME learners consistently said was   
 lacking in their schools and something that they wanted more of�ś�
 how can you help with supporting this via follow up activity in schools / colleges?

• Follow up work: inspirational speakers - role models in schools. 
 Can you think about incorporating elements of this in your face-to-face 
 work or delivery online
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• Give them as much information as possible as they 
 value different perspectives, they are more likely to be  
 autonomous and often make up their own mind

� � ;LEX�EVI�XLI�options for university accommodation, 
  as this group worry about moving away from home

  Can you give them an idea of what the workload is like? 

  Can you share aspects of what the social life is like 
  at university?

Please consider the following questions for this segment;

1. Do you have staff or student ambassadors�[LS�ƙX�XLMW�TVSƙPI�
 and can work with these young people?

2. Do you have staff in the wider organisation (support or 
 lecturing staff) who can deliver a relevant session / workshop?

3.�;LIVI�HS�XLIWI�WXYHIRXW�WII�‘people like me’ when they 
 work with you?

ROLE 
MODELS:

• This segment is more likely to have feelings of isolation  
 and the need to feel like they belong

• This segment generally has a strong understanding of  
 self and diversity is key for this group

AREAS OF
PRIORITY SUPPORT

for this segment:

all aspects of 

student lifeTELL THEM ABOUT
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Polish
Learners

Can you work with my parents as 
they are likely to not understand the 
UK education system and language 
can be a barrier?

I have some concerns over 
[SVOPSEH��ƙRERGI�ERH�XVEZIP

How can my parents support 
me if they don’t understand 
the UK education system?

I'm likely to be motivated and engaged 
in education. I have positive perceptions 
and intentions towards HE (Uni)

To accommodate these learners think about re-working 
content and streamlining activities, changing delivery format 
and / or reviewing language ahead of the day? 

CONSIDERATIONS
Prior to event:

• University visits are the most impactful & positive activity for me. 
  This group is likely to really value the UK education system       

• Already positive and motivated towards HE, 
 these learners are likely to be more focused on enjoymentActivities, 

content 
& message:

WAYS TO

ENGAGE

1. How have you considered the way you use language in explaining 
 activities or concepts?

2. Have you reworked content to make key pieces of information 
 clear & understandable? 

3. How else can you do this? Can this be streamlined, delivered in another  
 format or delivered in a practical way to help embed learning?

LANGUAGE
MAY BE A 

for me
BARRIER

KEY CONCERNS
& QUESTIONS

learners might have:



NEXT 
STEPS

How else to support 
this segment after 

the event

Key questions and considerations:
• Diversity of staff was something BAME learners consistently said was   
 lacking in their schools and something that they wanted more of�ś�
 how can you help with supporting this via follow up activity in schools / colleges?

• Follow up work: inspirational speakers - role models in schools. 
 Can you think about incorporating elements of this in your face-to-face 
 work or delivery online

• Parents may struggle to support these learners as they are not always aware  
 of the structures and options in UK education - there are also language barriers  
 to consider. Is there some further parental information learners can take away?
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• This segment is likely to be concerned with 
 subject & course choice

• They are more likely to worry about choosing a course  
 for approx. 3+ years and what their options are when  
 changing course

• Activities on choosing a course, the different types and  
 formats of courses would be helpful for this segment

• The key consideration for this segment is they still 
 want to enjoy the course

TELL THEM ABOUT

all types of courses, 

the length and 

my options: 

Please consider the following questions for this segment;

1. Do you have staff or student ambassadors�[LS�ƙX�XLMW�TVSƙPI�
 and can work with these young people?

2. Do you have staff in the wider organisation (support or lecturing   
 staff) who can deliver a relevant session / workshop?

ROLE 
MODELS:

• Choosing a course and making the right choice. 
� ;LEX�MJ�-�GLERKI�Q]�QMRH#�-�[ERX�XS�IRNS]�XLI�WYFNIGX�ERH�GSYVWI

• Language is a key consideration if learners were born 
 in Poland. How does university accommodate for this? 
 Will I cope with the academic language?

• I am likely to [SVV]�EFSYX�FYPP]MRK�ERH�ƙXXMRK�MR�   
 rather than direct racism

AREAS OF
PRIORITY SUPPORT

for this segment:



South
Asian
Learners

I am likely to have some positive 
perceptions of my educational ability, 
'I Work Hard'

I might be interested in non-traditional 
subjects but don’t know if I can get a job in 
XLEX�EVIE�ś�show me and my parents 
XLI�FIRIƙXW�/ career outcomes

Can you work with my parents as 
XLI]�MRƚYIRGI�Q]�HIGMWMSR�ś�XLI]�
may be more likely to want me to 
study traditional and professional 
subjects and careers?

;LIVI�EVI�EPP�XLI�students 
that look like me?

I'm likely to be motivated and engaged 
in education. I have positive perceptions 
and intentions towards HE (Uni)

CONSIDERATIONS
Prior to event: • This segment is likely to have had good experiences with teachers  

 & students and less likely to have experienced racism within   
 educational settings (compared to Black and Mixed Heritage segments). 

 They may have different cultural values�XLER�;LMXI�� � �
 students and want to enjoy university in their own way
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• University visits are the most impactful & positive activity for me. 

• I am likely to already be positive and motivated towards HE, but I may  
 also feel some pressure from my parents as they widely talk to the   
 community about how their children are doing in education

Activities, 
content 
& message:

WAYS TO

ENGAGE

• Academic success and professional careers are highly valued

• I am likely to have a strong vision for the future and be highly  
 motivated, focus my support on careers and my future

AREAS OF
PRIORITY SUPPORT

for this segment:

;LEX�IPWI�GER�-�HS�EX�YRMZIVWMX]�
apart from partying/drinking. 
Are there other ways I can socialise?

KEY CONCERNS
& QUESTIONS

learners might have:



WHAT 
EXTRACURRICULAR 

ACTIVITIES

1. Show learners the diversity of activities you can do  
 as a student at university

2. What activities/events do universities do that are   
 inclusive and culturally sensitive? 

3. Is university all about alcohol/partying, or are there   
 other social activities I can get involved in? 

4. How are you going to explain this to learners? 
 How will you engage learners in this and what does that  
 activity / workshop look like? 

• They are likely to be GSRƙHIRX�ERH�TSWMXMZI�EFSYX�IHYGEXMSR�ś�� �
 some focused work on making informed decisions around 
 course and career path/s would be helpful for this segment

• 6IƚIGXMSR�XEWO� why am I choosing this course, is it for the right   
� VIEWSRW��[LS�ERH�[LEX�MW�MRƚYIRGMRK�Q]�HIGMWMSR�XS�GLSSWI�XLMW�� �
 university / course? 

� � 8LMW�WIKQIRX�MW�PMOIP]�XS�FI�MRƚYIRGIH�F]�XLIMV�TEVIRXW�[MHIV�� �
  family members, giving them XMQI�ERH�WTEGI�XS�VIƚIGX 
� � SR�XLIMV�HIGMWMSR�[SYPH�FI�FIRIƙGMEP�JSV�XLMW�WIKQIRX

MAKING 
INFORMED 
CHOICES

Please consider the following questions for this segment;

1. Do you have staff or student ambassadors�[LS�ƙX�XLMW�TVSƙPI�
 and can work with these young people?

2. Do you have staff in the wider organisation (support or lecturing   
 staff) who can deliver a relevant session / workshop?

3.�;LIVI�HS�XLIWI�WXYHIRXW�WII�‘people like me’ when they 
 work with you?

ROLE 
MODELS:
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NEXT 
STEPS

How else to support 
this segment after 

the event

Key questions and considerations:
• Diversity of staff was something BAME learners consistently said was   
 lacking in their schools and something that they wanted more of�ś�
 how can you help with supporting this via follow up activity in schools / colleges?

• Follow up work: inspirational speakers - role models in schools. 
 Can you think about incorporating elements of this in your face-to-face 
 work or delivery online

• 4EVIRXEP�MRƚYIRGI�MW�PMOIP]�XS�FI�LMKL for this group, is there some further   
 parental information learners can take away? Focus on less traditional careers  
� ERH�XLI�GEVIIV�TVSKVIWWMSR�[MXLMR�XLIQ��;LEX�SXLIV�STXMSRW�EVI�XLIVI#�
 How can I succeed?

can I do 
as student?



NOTES
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